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The development of quantum control methods is an essential task for emerging quantum technologies. In
general, the process of optimizing quantum controls scales very unfavorably in system size due to the expo-
nential growth of the Hilbert space dimension. Here, I present a scalable subsystem-based method for quantum
optimal control on a large quantum system. The basic idea is to cast the original problem as a robust control
problem on subsystems with requirement of robustness in respect of inter-subsystem couplings, thus enabling
a drastic reduction of problem size. The method is in particular suitable for target quantum operations that are
local, e.g., elementary quantum gates. As an illustrative example, I employ it to tackle the demanding task of
pulse searching on a 12-spin coupled system, achieving substantial reduction of memory and time costs. This
work has significant implications for coherent quantum engineering on near-term intermediate-scale quantum
devices.

Precise and complete control of multiple coupled quan-
tum systems plays a significant role in the development of
modern quantum science and engineering [1–5]. In partic-
ular, achieving control with high fidelity lies at the heart of
enabling scaled quantum information processing. Quantum
optimal control (QOC) is a subject aimed at finding a con-
trol law of optimal performance in steering the dynamics of a
quantum system to some desired goal. Because of its ability
to produce high-accuracy quantum operations, QOC has be-
come a standard tool for various experimental platforms, rang-
ing from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [6, 7], nitrogen-
vacancy centers in diamond [8, 9], ultracold atoms [10], to
superconducting qubits [11–13] and trapped ions [14]. In the
past decades, a great effort has been put in developing fast
and practical QOC methods [13, 15–18]. It turns out that,
apart from certain simple cases where analytical solutions are
available [19–21], QOC in general has to exploit numerical
optimization techniques. A variety of optimization algorithms
have been developed and demonstrated to be powerful in solv-
ing QOC problems, to name a few, gradient ascent pulse en-
gineering (GRAPE) [6], differential evolution [12], machine
learning [22], etc. They have their respective advantages in
respect of algorithmic simplicity, convergence speed, or nu-
merical stability. However, there is a critical difficulty of scal-
ability that limits their success to only small-sized quantum
devices. The process of control optimization often relies on
heavy computational simulations of the dynamics of the sys-
tem under control. The fact that the dimensionality of the ten-
sor product Hilbert space grows exponentially with the system
size can render an optimal control search algorithm computa-
tionally intractable. Currently, there have been put forward
only a few strategies attempting to address this issue, includ-
ing the use of tensor-network-based techniques [23, 24] and
the hybrid quantum-classical approach [25, 26].

In this work, I propose a simple subsystem-based approach
to large quantum system optimal control. In this approach,
the entire system is divided into a group of subsystems, and
the entire system Hamiltonian is accordingly decomposed as
intra-subsystem Hamiltonian plus inter-subsystem Hamilto-
nian. As constraints of subsystem-based optimization, the

control pulse should implement all corresponding target op-
erations of the subsystems with high fidelity, and meanwhile
needs to be robust to the couplings between the subsystems.
In general, a pulse that is designed on the subsystems without
consideration for the inter-subsystem couplings does not nec-
essarily implement the desired unitary on the whole system.
The essential point here is that, if the pulse has robustness,
then its global control fidelity should deviate only slightly
with respect to its fidelities on the subsystems. It is noted that
the idea of subsystem-based QOC has been previously con-
sidered in Ref. [27], but the approach adopted therein lacks
a solid theoretical basis and thus is quite empirical. Here,
I develop a methodology in transforming a large-sized QOC
problem into a collective robust control problem on the sub-
systems. Furthermore, I show that the robust control problem
can be effectively solved by a modified GRAPE algorithm un-
der the Van Loan differential equation framework that was re-
cently developed in Ref. [28].

It is worth pointing out that the feasibility of the approach
crucially relies on assuming that the inter-subsystem cou-
plings can be treated as perturbation terms. In principle, the
validity of the assumption is relevant to how the full system is
divided. Yet from a practical aspect of view, this assumption is
reasonable because a realistic physical architecture normally
has limited qubit connectivity (e.g., nearest-neighbor cou-
plings only) like that shown in Fig. 1. The couplings between
distant qubits are more likely to be weaker than those between
adjacent qubits. This fact makes it possible to keep the sub-
systems small, and thence the problem size would grow only
polynomially. To demonstrate the potential of the subsystem-
based QOC method, I optimize pulses for elementary quan-
tum gates on an NMR 12-qubit multiple coupled system. The
results show that, due to the avoidance of simulations on the
full system, the method is able to offer orders of magnitude
speedup in finding pulses with around 99% fidelities.

Subsystem-based QOC.—To start, I describe the basic prob-
lem setting. Consider an n-qubit quantum system S de-
scribed by a system Hamiltonian HS . The task is to im-
plement a desired unitary operation U . Our framework re-
stricts considerations to local quantum gates that operate on
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a block architecture. Physically, it is appropri-
ate to assume that the longer range couplings are negligibly small.
This forms a sound basis for dividing the entire architecture into
blocks. Each block represents a subsystem of coupled qubits, and
the single arrows in between represent inter-subsystem couplings.
Subsystem-based QOC performs pulse optimization on the subsys-
tems, it has a much reduced problem scaling.

only a few qubits at a time. More general quantum opera-
tions can be decomposed into an array of simpler local quan-
tum gates. We divide the system into s disjoint subsystems
S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ss. The choice of the division is governed
by two considerations: (i) there are only a few comparatively
small couplings between the subsystems, and (ii) the qubits
that U operates on belong to the same subsystem, so that one
can write U = US1

⊗· · ·⊗USs
. With this subsystem division,

the system Hamiltonian can now be written as

HS = H0 +H1 =

s∑
k=1

HSk
+

s∑
k<j

HSkSj
, (1)

where HSk
is the internal Hamiltonian of subsystem Sk, and

HSkSj is the interaction Hamiltonian between Sk and Sj . We
denote the Hilbert space of the kth subsystem Sk as HSk

, so
{HSk

} are operators on Hk, and
{
HSkSj

}
are operators on

HSk
⊗ HSj

. To steer the system towards the desired oper-
ation, we add coherent controls based on externally applied
control fields u(t) (0 ≤ t ≤ T ). Often, the control fields are
coupled with the individual qubits, hence we shall assume that
the control Hamiltonian takes the form HC(t) =

∑
kHCk

(t),
in which HCk

(t) is the control Hamiltonian of subsystem Sk.
The basic approach to the optimal control problem for the
whole system is to search for a pulse shape u(t) to

max F =
∣∣∣Tr(U(T )U

†
)
∣∣∣2 /d2, (2)

s.t. U̇(t) = −i[HS +HC(t)]U(t).

where F is the fidelity function, d = dimH, and U starts
from the identity operation U(0) = 1d.

The basic idea of our approach is to consider a related ro-
bust quantum control problem. That is, we solve the optimal
control problem for the intra-subsystem Hamiltonian H0, and
at the meantime require the control solution be robust to the

inter-subsystem Hamiltonian H1. For now, we denote U(t) as
the propagator generated by H0 + HC(t), and view H1 as a
variation of the generator. Let DU(T )(HSkSj ) denote the di-
rectional derivative of the propagator U(T ) with respect to the
variation in H0 +HC(t) in the direction HSkSj

, as given by

DU(T )(HSkSj ) = lim
ε→0

U(T, ε)− U(T )

ε

=
d

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

T e−i
∫ T
0
dt[H0+HC(t)+εHSkSj ]

where T is the time-ordered operator. Then, robustness in
H1 can be achieved via maximizing the fidelity function

f =
∣∣∣Tr(U(T )U

†
)
∣∣∣2 /d2 and minimizing the norm of every

directional derivative fSkSj =
∥∥DU(T )(HSkSj )

∥∥2 /d2. Now,
a critical observation is that it suffices to perform computa-
tions on just the subsystems. First, notice that for any time
t, U(t) can be factorized as U(t) = US1

(t) ⊗ · · · ⊗ USs
(t),

where USk
(t) is the propagator of subsystem Sk generated by

HSk
+HCk

(t), therefore f equals to the product of the fideli-
ties of the subsystems f =

∏s
k=1 fSk

. As to the directional
derivatives, there is

fSkSj
=

∥∥∥∥∥−iU(T )

∫ T

0

dtU†(t)HSkSj
U(t)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

/d2

=
∥∥∥DUSk

(T )⊗USj
(T )(HSkSj

)
∥∥∥2 /d2HSk

⊗HSj
.

Here, the first line can be obtained via the Dyson series [28,
29]. Therefore, fSkSj

can be evaluated simply on the pair of
subsystems Sk and Sj . More details about the derivation can
be found in the Supplementary Material [30].

Summarizing the above analysis, the robust control prob-
lem is essentially a multi-objective optimization problem on
subsystems

max Φ =

s∏
k=1

fSk
−

s∑
k<j

λkjfSkSj
, (3)

s.t. U̇Sk
(t) = −i[HSk

+HCk
(t)]USk

(t).

Here, the fitness function Φ is chosen as a linear combination
of the objective functions, with λkj being the positive weight
coefficients associated to individual objectives. The weights
will be tuned within an iterative algorithmic procedure. Since
fSkSj ≥ 0, there must be Φ ≤ 1, so maximizing Φ close to
1 will imply a solution to the robust control problem Eq. (6),
which also provides a solution to the original problem Eq. (5).
This constitutes the central result of this work.

Now let us turn our attention to the solution method of the
problem Eq. (6). There have been developed a variety of
quantum optimal control algorithms. In particular, GRAPE,
a gradient-based technique, is widely used for its good con-
vergence speed and high numerical accuracy. In GRAPE,
the optimization consists of iteratively executing two major
steps. First the gradient of the fitness function with respect to
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Subsystem �delity (%) Robustness

fS1 fS2 fS3 fS4 fS1S2 fS1S3 fS1S4 fS2S3 fS2S4 fS3S4

Fidelity (%)

f F

H1 99.98 99.99 99.96 99.98 22.100 0.5188 80.421 0.1044 0.3319 96.195 99.91 99.84
R2

x(π/2) 99.98 99.99 99.99 99.99 12.991 0.3834 97.82 0.0524 0.3339 115.81 99.95 99.86
RC

x(π/2) 99.98 99.97 99.98 99.97 18.150 0.7083 5.0765 0.1472 0.4590 104.40 99.90 99.85
R7

x(π) 99.99 99.95 99.99 99.99 33.739 2.1408 4.5006 0.1292 1.1843 64.87 99.92 99.88
SwapC7H5 99.96 99.84 99.96 99.61 1141.8 76.997 219.53 27.614 33.353 864.02 99.37 98.45
Cnot12 99.96 99.86 99.96 99.61 643.42 102.54 144.60 15.784 9.9543 1033.6 99.51 98.68

FIG. 2. (a) Molecular structure of per-13C-labeled dichlorocyclobutanone. It contains 7 labeled carbon nuclei and 5 proton nuclei and hence
forms a 12-qubit coupled system. The spins are coupled via through-bond interaction, so those spins that are not connected via chemical bonds
would have smaller coupling strengths. (b) Subsystem-based pulse optimization. The method is tested for a number of different kind of local
target operations. Here, H is the Hadamard gate, Rk

x(θ) denotes a rotational gate that rotates qubit k about the x axis with rotational angle θ.
As defined in the main text, f and F is the pulse fidelity in terms of subsystem Hamiltonian H0 and full system Hamiltonian HS , respectively.

the control parameters is computed, and then one determines
an appropriate step length along a gradient-related direction.
The algorithm continues until, an optimal solution is found or
a termination criterion is satisfied. For the present problem,
suppose the pulse u(t) is discretized into M slices of equal
length τ = T/M and that the mth slice being of constant
magnitude u[m], then the key step is to compute the gradient
∂Φ/∂u[m]. To this end, I follow the methodology developed
by Ref. [28], which extends the Shrödinger equation to a so-
called Van Loan block matrix differential equation by which
means the same gradient-based algorithm can apply. Con-
cretely, define a set of operators

{
LSkSj

: 1 ≤ k < j ≤ s
}

and {LCk
(t) : k = 1, . . . , s} by

LSkSj
=

[
HSk

+HSj
HSkSj

0 HSk
+HSj

]
,

LCk
(t) =

[
HCk

(t) 0
0 HCk

(t)

]
.

They are referred to as Van Loan generators [31, 32]. Con-
struct the Van Loan differential equation as

V̇SkSj
(t) = −i[LSkSj

+ LCk
(t) + LCj

(t)]VSkSj
(t),

then there is for VSkSj
(t) the following expression

VSkSj
(t) =

[
USkSj (t) DUSkSj

(t)(HSkSj )

0 USkSj (t)

]
.

Based on the above formula, the problem Eq. (6) is therefore
essentially to optimize the following fitness function

Φ =

s∏
k=1

fSk
−

s∑
k<j

λkj

∥∥∥V (1,2)
SkSj

(T )
∥∥∥2 /d2HSk

⊗HSj
, (4)

in which V
(1,2)
SkSj

(T ) is the (1, 2) block sub-matrix of
VSkSj

(T ). As observed by Ref. [28], since the Van Loan

equation has the same general form as the Schrödinger equa-
tion, which implies that Eq. (7) still belongs to the class
of bilinear control theory problems [33], thus evaluation of
∂Φ/∂u[m] can be done in the same way as how gradients are
estimated in GRAPE. More details about the derivations and
the algorithmic procedure can be found in the Supplementary
Material [30].

Optimal control on a 12-qubit NMR system.—The utility
of the developed scheme can be demonstrated with a 12-qubit
NMR molecule (13C-labeled dichlorocyclobutanone) [26, 34].
This is to date the largest spin quantum information processor
with full controllability; see Supplemental Materials for its
Hamiltonian parameters [30]. Running GRAPE for as large
as a 12-qubit system involves computing of 212-dimensional
matrix exponentials and matrix multiplications as well, which
requires a substantial amount of memory and time cost. The
subsystem-based approach circumvents this difficulty. To
see this, I divide the whole system into four subsystems,
S1 = {C1,C2,H4}, S2 = {C3,H2,H3}, S2 = {C4,C5,H1},
and S4 = {C6,C7,H5}, each consisting of three spins; see
Fig. 2(a). Instead of searching on the whole system, I per-
form pulse optimization on these subsystems, and consider
pulse robustness to the inter-subsystem couplings

{
HSkSj

}
(1 ≤ k < j ≤ 4). In this way, the optimization process in-
volves only 2×26-dimensional matrix operations. The results
are shown in Fig. 2(b); more data are given in Supplementary
Material [30]. From the simulations, several features can be
identified. First, for a particular target operation, larger inter-
subsystem couplings would result in larger perturbations to
the ideal operation. Second, if a pulse has longer time length,
the inter-subsystem couplings will have larger effects to the
controlled evolution, and it will be harder to enhance the ro-
bustnes. On the whole, for the optimized pulses, the decreases
from their full system fidelities to their corresponding sub-
system fidelities are smaller than 1%. This confirms the ca-
pability of the subsystem-based algorithm in producing high-
fidelity controls.
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Discussions and Outlook.—The key insight behind the
subsystem-based QOC method is the recognization that a
practical physical system should have limited range couplings,
so subsystem-based strategies can apply. Although all-to-all
connected qubit graph may facilitate implementation of cer-
tain quantum tasks like quantum entanglement generation and
has been experimentally realized in, e.g., small trapped ion
systems [35], such type of architecture is unlikely to scale
up to large number of qubits. For a general setting, depend-
ing on the concrete qubit connectivity graph and the particu-
lar optimal control problem of interest, one can view some
of the small couplings as perturbations or even simply ig-
nore them to obtain a subsystem-based problem simplifica-
tion. Gradient-based algorithms have been employed in solv-
ing the reduced optimization problem and show good appli-
cability. For further studies, it will be interesting to consider
using gradient-free algorithms as they have the potential in
producing globally optimal solutions.

Precise coherent control of quantum systems is an essen-
tial prerequisite for various quantum technologies. However,
noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices [36] with tens to
hundreds of qubits that are about to appear in the near-term
already push most QOC methods to their limit, thus posing an
urgent demand for research of scalable QOC. In developing a
scalable QOC method, the fundamental objective is to avoid
as many full quantum system simulations as possible, so as
to keep the problem scale tractable. This work achieves this
goal, and the presented algorithm could become a useful tool
to be incorporated into a control software layer to enhance the
performance of quantum hardware for tasks like computing
and simulation [37]. It is thus believed that the methodology
here will promote studies of quantum technologies on future
large quantum systems.
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Supplementary Material

Theory

In the main text of our manuscript, we stated that the central result of our work is to show that one can solve the quantum
optimal control problem

max F =
∣∣∣Tr(U(T )U

†
)
∣∣∣2 /d2, (5)

s.t. U̇(t) = −i[HS +HC(t)]U(t).

by solving a multi-objective optimization problem on the subsystems {Sk}:

max Φ = f −
s∑

k<j

λkjfSkSj
=

s∏
k=1

∣∣∣Tr(USk
(T )U

†
Sk

)
∣∣∣2 /d2HSk

−
s∑

k<j

λkj

∣∣∣DUSkSj
(T )(HSkSj

)
∥∥∥2 /d2, (6)

s.t. U̇Sk
(t) = −i[HSk

+HCk
(t)]USk

(t).

which is further converted to optimal control problem under constraints of block matrix Van Loan differential equations:

max Φ =

s∏
k=1

fSk
−

s∑
k<j

λkjfSkSj
=

s∏
k=1

∣∣∣Tr(USk
(T )U

†
Sk

)
∣∣∣2 /d2HSk

−
s∑

k<j

λkj

∥∥∥V (1,2)
SkSj

(T )
∥∥∥2 /d2HSk

⊗HSj
, (7)

s.t. U̇Sk
(t) = −i[HSk

+HCk
(t)]USk

(t),

V̇SkSj
(t) = −i[LSkSj

+ LCk
(t) + LCj

(t)]VSkSj
(t)

= −i
[
HSk

+HSj
+HCk

(t) +HCj
(t) HSkSj

0 HSk
+HSj +HCk

(t) +HCj (t)

]
VSkSj (t).
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This section is devoted to explaining the following contents, so as to support the validity and applicability arguments that we
have described for our method in the main text:

1. The directional derivative DU(T )(HSkSj
) has the following analytic expression

DU(T )(HSkSj
) = −iU(T )

∫ T

0

dtU†(T )HSkSj
U(T ). (8)

2. Van Loan integrals involving time-ordered matrix exponentials.

3. Computational methods for Van Loan differential equations.

We should remark that the analysis in the below largely follows the approach developed in Ref. [28], but it is beneficial for us to
present them here in detail for reader’s convenience.

Directional Derivatives From Dyson Series Expansion

Consider the perturbed evolution U(t, ε) when there is a variation in the generator H0 +HC(t) in the direction HSkSj

U̇(t, ε) = −i[HS +HC(t) + εHSkSj ]U(t, ε).

Define the transformation of representation as Ũ(t, ε) = U†(t)U(t, ε), then

∂Ũ(t, ε)

∂t
= U̇†(t)U(t, ε) + U†(t)U̇(t, ε)

= iU†(t)[HS +HC(t)]U(t, ε)− iU†(t)[HS +HC(t) + εHSkSj
]U(t, ε)

= −iU†(t)εHSkSj
U(t, ε)

= −iU†(t)εHSkSjU(t)Ũ(t, ε).

The formal solution for Ũ(t, ε) is then given as

Ũ(T, ε) = −i
∫ T

0

dtU†(t)εHSkSj
U(t)

Turn back to the original representation, one gets

U(T, ε) = −iU(T )

∫ T

0

dtU†(t)εHSkSj
U(t).

Now expand the right hand side of the above formula via the Dyson series [29]

U(T, ε) = U(T )

(
I2n − iε

∫ T

0

dtU†(t)HSkSj
U(t)− ε2

∫ T

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2U
†(t1)HSkSj

U(t1)U†(t2)HSkSj
U(t2) + · · ·

)
.

from this there is

DU(T )(HSkSj
) = lim

ε→0

U(T, ε)− U(T )

ε
= −iU(T )

∫ T

0

dtU†(t)HSkSjU(t). (9)

This gives an applicable formula for evaluating the directional derivatives.

Block Matrix Van Loan Differential Equation Framework

Van Loan originally observed the following expression [31]:

exp

[(
A B
0 A

)
t

]
=

(
eAt eAt

∫ t
0
dt1e

−At1BeAt1

0 eAt

)
.
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Ref. [28] extended Van Loan’s formula to integrals involving time-ordered exponentials, applying which to the present problem
will give

T exp

[
−i
∫ T

0

dt

(
HSk

+HSj
+HCk

(t) +HCj
(t) HSkSj

0 HSk
+HSj +HCk

(t) +HCj (t)

)]

=

USkSj
(T ) −iUSkSj

(T )

∫ T

0

dtU†SkSj
(t)HSkSj

USkSj
(t)

0 USkSj (T )


=

(
USkSj

(T ) DUSkSj
(T )(HSkSj

)

0 USkSj
(T )

)
. (10)

This implies that we could compute DUSkSj
(T )(HSkSj

) through solving the differential equation

V̇SkSj
(t) = −i

[
HSk

+HSj +HCk
(t) +HCj (t) HSkSj

0 HSk
+HSj

+HCk
(t) +HCj

(t)

]
VSkSj

(t),

with VSkSj
(0) = IdHSk

⊗HSj
⊕ IdHSk

⊗HSj
. The result for DUSkSj

(T )(HSkSj
) can then be extracted from the (1, 2)-th block

sub-matrix of VSkSj (T ). The idea can be generalized to nested integrals of arbitrary order, so that one can compute directional
derivatives of higher order when necessary. We refer the readers to Ref. [28] for more descriptions of the theory.

Computational Methods

The Gradient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) algorithm proposed in Ref. [6] is a standard numerical method for solving
quantum optimal control problems. GRAPE works as follows

(1) start from an initial pulse guess u[m], m = 1, . . . ,M ;

(2) compute the gradient of the fitness function with respect to the pulse parameters ∂Φ/∂u[m];

(3) determine a gradient-related search direction p[m], m = 1, . . . ,M ;

(4) determine an appropriate step length l along the search direction p;

(5) update the pulse parameters: u[m]← u[m] + l × p[m];

(6) if Φ is sufficiently high, terminate; else, go to step 2.

For our present problem Eq. (7), we now describe how to evaluate the gradient ∂Φ/∂u[m] in the following.
Suppose the pulse has total time length T , and is discretized into M pieces with each piece of duration τ = T/M . Denote the

propagators USk
[m] and VSkSj [m] of the mth piece as

USk
[m] = exp (−i[HSk

+HCk
(t)]τ) ,

VSkSj
[m] = exp

(
−i[LSkSj

+ LCk
(t) + LCj

(t)]τ
)
.

Then

∂Φ

∂u[m]
=

s∑
j=1

 ∂fSj

∂u[m]

s∏
k 6=j

fSk

− s∑
k<j

λkj
∂fSkSj

∂u[m]
, (11)

in which

∂fSk

∂u[m]
= 2 Re

{
Tr

(
∂USk

(T )

∂u[m]
U
†
Sk

)(
Tr(USk

(T )U
†
Sk

)∗}
/d2HSk

= 2 Re

{
Tr

(
−iτUSk

[M ] · · · ∂HCk
[m]

∂u[m]
USk

[m] · · ·USk
[1]U

†
Sk

)(
Tr(USk

(T )U
†
Sk

)∗}
/d2HSk

,
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C1
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H3
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O
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Cl

S

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5

C1 30020.09

C2 57.58 8780.39

C3 −2.00 32.67 6245.45

C4 0.02 0.30 0.00 10333.53

C5 1.43 2.62 −1.10 33.16 15745.40

C6 5.54 −1.66 0.00 −3.53 33.16 34381.71

C7 −1.43 37.43 0.94 29.02 21.75 34.57 11928.71

H1 0.04 1.47 2.03 166.60 4.06 5.39 8.61 3307.85

H2 4.41 1.47 146.60 2.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2464.15

H3 1.86 2.44 146.60 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 −12.41 2155.59

H4 −10.10 133.60 −6.97 6.23 0.00 5.39 3.80 −0.68 1.28 6.00 2687.69

H5 7.10 −4.86 3.14 8.14 2.36 8.52 148.50 8.46 −1.00 −0.36 1.30 3645.08

FIG. 3. (a) Molecule structure of per-13C-labeled dichlorocyclobutanone. (b) The system is divided into two subsystems. (c) The system is
divided into four subsystems. (d) Hamiltonian parameters for the 12-spin NMR molecule.

and

∂fSkSj

∂u[m]
= 2 Re

Tr

∂V (1,2)
SkSj

(T )

∂u[m]

(
V

(1,2)
SkSj

(T )
)† /d2HSk

⊗HSj

= 2 Re

{
Tr

[(
−iτVSkSj

[M ] · · ·
∂(LCk

[m] + LCj [m])

∂u[m]
VSkSj

[m] · · ·VSkSj
[1]

)(1,2) (
V

(1,2)
SkSj

(T )
)†]}

/d2HSk
⊗HSj

.

Test Example

Our demonstration example is a 12-spin molecule per-13C labeled (1S,4S,5S)-7,7-dichloro-6-oxo-2-
thiabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-4-carboxylic acid. The molecular structure is shown in Fig. 3(a). The molecular parameters
including ωi (diagonal) and Jij (off-diagonal) are given in Fig. 3(d).

In experiment, the experimental reference frequencies of the 13C channel and 1H channel are set to be O1 = 20696 Hz and
O2 = 2696 Hz respectively. Let σx, σy , σz denote the three Pauli operators. In the rotating frame, the system Hamiltonian takes
the form

HS =

12∑
i=1

Ωiσ
i
z/2 + π

12∑
i<j

Jijσ
i
z ⊗ σjz/2, (12)

where Ωi is the precession frequency of the spin i, Ωi = −(ωi − O1) for i ≤ 7 and Ωi = −(ωi − O2) for i ≥ 8. The control
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Target

U

Pulse
Length &

No. of slices

Optimization on Subsystems
Subsystem �delity (%)

fS1 fS2 fS3 fS4

Robustness
fS1S2 fS1S3 fS1S4 fS2S3 fS2S4 fS3S4

Fidelity (%)

f F

H1
1 ms
100

99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 125.62 0.3115 206.36 0.0747 0.3723 175.98 99.97 99.78
99.98 99.99 99.96 99.98 22.100 0.5188 80.421 0.1044 0.3319 96.195 99.91 99.84

R2
x(π/2)

1 ms
100

99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 120.08 0.4511 208.42 0.0956 0.3869 222.90 99.96 99.75
99.98 99.99 99.99 99.99 12.991 0.3834 97.82 0.0524 0.3339 115.81 99.95 99.86

RC
x(π/2)

1 ms
100

99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 137.96 0.8542 115.42 0.2327 0.3306 271.86 99.97 99.77
99.98 99.97 99.98 99.97 18.150 0.7083 5.0765 0.1472 0.4590 104.40 99.90 99.85

R7
x(π)

2 ms
200

99.99 99.93 99.99 99.99 365.52 3.0896 227.16 0.5851 1.5893 673.82 99.93 99.44
99.99 99.95 99.99 99.99 33.739 2.1408 4.5006 0.1292 1.1843 64.87 99.92 99.88

SwapC7H5

10 ms
500

99.99 99.91 99.99 99.81 1777.6 116.46 4650.9 39.013 41.735 8519.1 99.70 94.11
99.96 99.84 99.96 99.61 1141.8 76.997 219.53 27.614 33.353 864.02 99.37 98.45

Cnot12 12 ms
1200

99.99 99.97 99.99 99.99 4755.0 351.74 6047.9 129.01 70.381 17771 99.95 89.87
99.96 99.86 99.98 99.72 643.42 102.54 144.60 15.784 9.9543 1033.6 99.51 98.68

FIG. 4. Shaped pulse optimized by our subsystem-based QOC method. For each target operation, we start from a random pulse guess, first
optimize its subsystem fidelities with only considering intra-subsystem Hamiltonian H0, and then optimize its robustness to inter-subsystem
Hamiltonian H1. In each row, the upper data mean pulse fidelities and robustness before the stage of robustness optimization, and the lower
data mean pulse fidelities and robustness after the stage of robustness optimization.

realized via applying an external radio-frequency field u(t) = (ux(t), uy(t)) (0 ≤ t ≤ T ), resulting in the control Hamiltonian

HC(t) =

n∑
i=1

(
ux(t)σix + uy(t)σiy

)
. (13)

The controlled spin system’s time evolution is then governed by the Schrödinger equation

U̇(t) = −i[HS +HC(t)]U(t). (14)

The optimal control task is then, given a target operator U , find a control pulse u(t) such that the total time evolution propagator
is as close to the target as possible.

Previously, the idea of subsystem-based QOC has been used in Refs. [26, 34] for obtaining high-fidelity pulses.
In these references, the 12-spin system is divided into two subsystems: A = {C1,C2,C3,H2,H3,H4} and B =
{C4,C5,C6,C7,H1,H5}, each consisting of 6 spins; see Fig. 3(b). The only large couplings between these two subsystems
are {JC1C6 , JC1H5 , JC2C7 , JC4H4}, so they can be approximately viewed as isolated. The 12-qubit optimal control problem can
be treated as two 6-qubit problems.

However, as we have mentioned in our main text that, the above strategy actually lacks a solid theoretical grounding. As
we have derived from the general framework, to solve the robustness problem (to first order), we have to consider pairs of
subsystems, rather than on solely individual subsystems. Only in this way could it be guaranteed that pulses with high subsystem
fidelities also has high fidelity on the full system. We have tested our improved subsystem-based QOC algorithm on the 12-qubit
system. The results are shown in Fig. .
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